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Big Five
Living in the wild , Top of the big five
For the lion , the table has turned
The Wall street trader's Family,  have come to get the lion king
Luck today's not by your side, so don't even try to hide
´Til Mr stronger shoots You down, the smell of fears is all around
Far away from Desney' s stories, the feline won't make no more sound
But for the lion king, the party is over

Over than three meters high, aware of the threat insight
The 6 tonnes divine creature, is just one more trophy for her
big painting in the living room, will end up in the storage soon
This majestic proof of life, I showing its ultimate sight
For the elephant the party is over

What's the point in giving birth, to The tallest being on the earth
Across the floor as a new carpet, like the latest fashion you must get
Bullets faster than the wind, so I will let you imagine
the giraffe here gonna quickly die, savannah's crying its child
And for the giraffe today the party is over

More intense than disney land, they had it good until the end
Everyone looks so happy, in the Wall street trader's family
Back to their initial lives, they'll quickly forgot all those crimes
“But kids will laughs remembering , how daddy shot the lion king“
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